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Setting the Custom Fonts for XML Publisher Report as a PDF Output 

For the benefit of my blog readers, though this information is available on the Internet. Recently while 

working on XML Publisher came across a requirement from the client. The requirement was to have a 

specific font for the PDF Report Output. 

Then had to configure this on the application, so to explain this let us consider a specific font style say 

MICR font. We first need to download the MICR Font file from the Net, this file is not free and need a 

license to possess it. But we can surely go with the trial one to start with. 

Once you have the Font File Setup have the .ttf file placed under the path “C:\Windows\Fonts”. The next 

step would be to configure and so the “xdo.cfg” should be updated to map to the new font as below 

Generally the .cfg file is found in the path “C:\Program Files (x86)\Oracle\BI Publisher\BI Publisher 

Desktop\Template Builder for Word\config” (Might differ from system to system) 

 

Note:  

For the exact File Name of .ttf file, Right click the font file and go to properties. Copy the .ttf file name 

Font family is the name that you see in Word under Fonts. 

 

This would complete the local setups and now if you have a RTF file just load the file and have the tag 

mapped to the desired font and run, you would be able to see the desired font output if you run it as 

PDF. 

 

Moving to the setups required for setting the Fonts in the Oracle Application. 

Navigate to the XML Publisher Administrator Responsibility  Administration 
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Move to Font Files Tab and Click on Create Font File  

 

Give a desired Font Name say “TEST MICR File” and map the Micr.ttf file from your local system. The 

font file would be uploaded and saved to the server. 

 

Next we need to create the Font Mapping, Move to Font Mappings Tab and Click on Create Font 

Mapping Set  

 

Feed the details for the Mapping Name, Mapping Code and Type as FO To PDF and click on APPLY 

 

 

 

https://finessepfix.homebox.com/OA_HTML/OA.jsp?page=/oracle/apps/xdo/oa/admin/webui/FontFileHomePG&_ti=1743080776&oapc=5&OAMC=78103_18_0&menu=Y&oaMenuLevel=2&oas=EMQnjXhSP9mwtyf8PJlW6Q..
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Now click on Create Font Mapping 

 

Feed in the details for Font Family as MICR the name that you see in Word under Fonts, Style and 

Weight would be Normal and Font Type would be TrueType then click on CONTINUE 

 

Next map the Font Mapping with the Font File that was created in the above step as below. 
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Here is the final screen, now the Font File is mapped with the Font Mapping. 

 

Next and the final step would to Configure it, move to the Configuration Tab 

 

Under FO Processing map the Font Mapping Set created in the above step and SAVE. 
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This completes the setting up the new Font with the XML Publisher. 

Now when we run our RTF file from the Application the output would be as desired say as below, my 

requirement was to have a MICR font for the Check Number in the bottom the same is shown as below. 

 

This completed the complete information on setting up the desired font for our custom XML Publisher 

Report an RTF File. 

Thanks You !!!!!! 


